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IN-GAME CARD MANAGEMENT
Unless otherwise stated, all match rules will follow FIFA rules. Game suspensions are to be imposed at the next
league match. Below are the guidelines for Yellow Card and Red Card procedures:

2 Yellow Cards Given in One Game

-Player is to be removed from the match and sent
off the sideline to begin serving a one game
suspension;
-One game suspension is to be imposed on the next
league match;
-The suspended player may sit on the bench with
their team while suspended at the next match, but
MUST be in plain clothing so it is clear they are not
an eligible player.

Straight Red Card Given

-Player is to be removed from the match and sent
off the sideline to begin serving a one game
suspension;
-One game suspension is to be imposed on the next
league match;
-The suspended player may sit on the bench with
their team while suspended at the next match, but
MUST be in plain clothing so it is clear they are not
an eligible player.
-Further disciplinary action may be levied at the
discretion of the UCL.
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CARD ACCUMULATION PROCEDURES
Unless otherwise stated, all match rules will follow FIFA rules. Game suspensions are to be imposed at the
next league match. Below is the guidelines that will be imposed regarding Yellow Card and Red Card
accumulation:

Yellow Cards Accumulation

3 cards = 1 game suspension
5 cards = additional 1 game suspension
7 cards = additional 1 game suspension
8th card = indefinite suspension and league
disciplinary action

Red Card Accumulation

1 card = 1 game suspension
2 cards = indefinite suspension and league
disciplinary action.

